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Abstract

Currents injected by CMOS digital circuit blocks into the GndA^ddsystem and
into the substrate of a system-on-a-chip may affect reliability and performance of
other sensitive circuit blocks. To verify the correct operation of the system, an
upper bound for the spectrumof the noise current has to be provided with respect
to all possible transitions of the circuit inputs. The number of input transitions
is exponential in the number of circuit inputs. In this paper, we present a novel
approach for the computationof the upper bound that avoids the untractable ex
haustive explorationof the entire space. Its computational complexity is indeed
linear in the numberof gates. OurapproachrequiresCMOS standard cell libraries
to be characterized for injected noise current. In this paper, we also present an
approachfor this characterization of CMOSstandardcells.

1 Introduction

The complexity of systems-on-a-chip design requires an aggressive re-use of IP (in
tellectual properties) circuitblocks. However IP blocks can be safely re-usedonly if
theydo not affectothersensitive components. The switchingactivityof CMOSdigital
circuitblockstypically injectshighfrequency currentnoiseboth into the GndA^dd sys
tem, and into ^e substrate ofintegrated circuits. Such currents can potentially affect
circuit reliability and p^ormance of other sensitivecomponents [9]. For instancethe
Gnd/Vdd currents may produceelectromigration, IR voltage drops, voltage oscillations
due to resonances, and, possibly,electromagnetic interference. The substrate currents
may couple noise to sensitive analogcircuitry through body effect or direct capacitive
coupling. Current injection analysis isneed^ toproporly account for all such effects
during the design phase. Different effects require different types of current injection
models. For instance, power consumption analysis requires time-domain average cur
rent estimation over several clock periods. IR drop, electromigration, and timing per
formance analysis require a time-domainnoise current upper-bound with respect to all
possible combinations of the inputs. Signal integrity, GndA^dd grid resonances, elec
tromagnetic interference, and substrate coupling on mixed-signal ICs require instead



an upper-bound on the spectrum of the current injected into the Gnd/Vdd system or
into the substrate respectively over all the possible input transition vectors.

The methodology in [6] can be used to accurately estimate both time-domain and
frequency domain injected noise for a given set of input vectors. However exhaustive
circuit simulation for all the possible input transition vectors would be required for
upper-bound estimation. The stochastic approach in [4] can estimate frequency do
main average current injection,but not an upper bound on all possibleinput transition
vectors.

The approaches in [3,7,1,8] can estimate such an upper-boundin the time domain^
but not in the frequency domain. In fact, these methodologies are suited to derive the
maximum current envelope in the time domain, which in general does not correspond
to an upper bound in the frequency domain. All these approachesdivide the time do
main into time intervals and search for an upper bound to the current in each interval,
by identifying all the gates that could potentially switching in that interval. There
fore, the logic correlation inside the circuit is neglected or is at mostconsidered only
between each pair of gates. Devadas et al. [S] account for this logic correlation, but,
since the original target was power consumption estimation, the approach relies on the
assumption that the maximum (weighted) switchingactivitycorresponds to the max
imum current. The problem is translated into a weighted max-satisfiability problem
and, therefore, it can be solved only for relatively small circuits. Furthermore, the use
of this methodology is restricted to the time domain.

Signal integrity, GndA^dd grid resonances, electromagnetic interference, and sub
strate coupling on mixed-signal ICs are not addressed by any of theexisting current in
jection analysisalgorithms. For these problems, we have developed a general method
ology that estimates the ^Noise Current Spectrum Upper Bound* (NISUB) of a digital
block by combining the noise current injected by each gate and accounting for the
circuit logic functionality. Our approach includes glitches and accounts for the logic
correlation at the entire circuit level. Even though the entire logic space is explored by
the algorithm, the complexity is simply linear in the number of gates. We describe a
heuristic algorithm for a tight NISUB estimation and also show how to derive an exact
although somewhat looser NISUB.

In our algorithm, we need a standard cell library characterization for the spectrum
of the current noise. CMOS standard cell libraries nowadays are commonly character
ized for timing performance analysis purposes, measuring and tabulating only output
transition times and propagation delays. To the best of our knowledge no procedure
for noise current analysis library charactmization is yet available. In this paper we
also present a methodology to characterize CMOS standard cell libraries for injected
current noise. This part has highlighted some interesting issues about multiple input
switching events that were mostly neglected in the past

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a formal description of the
problem we want to solve. Section 3 reports observations and results concerning the
library characterization,and Section 4 describes the fnroposed solutions.



2 Problem Definition

2.1 Assumptions

The noise current spectrum calculatedin this work is intended to be used as input for
signal integrity or electromagnetic interferencetools analyzing the power distribution
grid of a large integrate circuit or multi-chipmodule (MCM).The same methodology
can be used to calculate the noise current spectrum intended to be used as input for
tools analyzing the effect of noisecouplingdirough the substratefiom a digital circuit
block to some analog circuit blocks in a mixed signal integrated circuit.

Such typesof analysesare typically performedusing electromagnetic fieldsolvers
that consider interconnect (or substrate) layout geometries and can account for all sorts
of capacitive, inductive, skin, proximity, diffusion, and even fiillwave effects. Such
field solvers typically identify on the powergrid (or substrate) some input ports and
some outputportsandcalculate frequency domain noise transfer functions from unit
current excitations located on the input ports to the output ports.

Akey assumption inthis approach isthata large integratedcircuit (orMCM) canbe
subdivided into smaller circuit blocks, such that within each of these blocks all effects
accounted for by the field solvers are negligible. Hence,wecan assumethat:

• for each small circuit block all noise injectors can be collected into one single
injection port in theglobal powergrid of theentireintegrated circuit(orMCM).

• within a circuit block the power supply voltage is uniformly constant and the
current drawn by each gate does not affect significantly such voltage. In other
words we assume each gate can be modeled as an independentcurrent source.

^thin this framework, the workpresentedin this paper is intended to provide an es
timation for the maximum amplitude of the inputexcitation current of a singlecircuit
block to be applied at its injection port

2.2 Maximum Current Spectrum Envelope

Thecurrent spectrum dueto theswitching activity of a CMOS digital circuit block is
typically discrete. Significant non-zero components arepresent at theclockfiequency
fo andat its first P harmonics: /* = k•/o, k = 0,...,P. In practical circuits F is typi
cally notlarger than 10to 15 harmonics. Thegoal ofthiswork istofind anupper bound
of such noise current spectrum. Onepractical way to estimate such an upper bound is
toconsider separately each harmonic ft in thespectrum, and toindependently estimate
an upper bound Imaxifk) for the current drawn by the circuit at Uiat particular har
monic. The final resultof thisprocedure is a "Maximum CurrentSpectrumEnvelope"y
obtainedby collecting the individual bounds

•••>fm<w(/p)}

at the P -b 1 harmonics in the spectrum.



2.3 Noise Current Model

Throughout thepaperwewill use the following definitions:

Definition 1 W? will indicate as Icifk) (or often simply as la), and refer to it as 'the
current of gate G\ the noise current injected by the gate G alone at frequency fk,
assuming a constant supply Vdd-

Definition2 We will indicateas Iz{fk)> (or often simply as /J, and r^er to it as 'the
current of a node z', the sum of the noise currents injectedat frequency fk by all the
gates inthe transitivefanin network^ ofnode z.

Definition 3 The transition time of a node z is the interval of time between the 10%
and 90% points of thewaveform ^ at node z. The transition time of a gate G is the
transition time ofits output node.

Definition 4 The arrival time of a node z is the instant of time corresponding to the
50% point ofthe node waveform, with respect to the beginningofa clock cycle.

Definition 5 Thepropagation delay ofa gate G is the interval oftime between the 50%
values ofthe input and output waveforms.

Let G be a gate with n inputs and a single ou^ut z. For sake of simplicity and
without loss of generality, we can consider gates with only one output. The noise
current spectrum value of G at a given frequency fk is given by:

h = ^Ta^Cl)\ Zc € C

where:

• V= {vi, V2,..., v„} is the inputtransition vector.
V,- 6 B '̂ where B= {00,01,10,11}andq,- is thenumber of transitions on the i-th
input.
ThCTefore,v€V = B^'

• Tt = {Tti ,7r2,...,TVn} is theinput transition timevector.
TVi € Sf' where 5/= [Trmh Ttmi] and qi is the number of transitions on the i-th
input.
Tha-efore,rT eS = Sl^ xS^ x...xSn"'
[Zrmi} Ttmi] represents therange of possible values forthetransition timeof input
i. This range is specified in the standard cell library characterization.

• Za = {7ai,Za2»-- •»Z^} is the inputinput arrival vector. Tm G [0,2^)'' where qi
is the number of transitions on the i-th input, and Tcis the clock period. Finally,
Ta 6A = [0,r,)9' X[0,r,)« X...X [0,r,)9«.

• Cl € IR'*' is the outputcapacitive load.



Gate G

V ={{01 ,10 }.{10 .01 ,10 } }= {vi ,V2 }
7r ={ {lOps^Ops },{10p5,30pj ^Ops } }= {7ri Jri}
7a ={ {35pj,125pj}, {15pj,65pj ,200pj} }= {7ai Jai}

Figure 1: Example to illustrate the notation inthe case n= 2;91 = 2and 92 = 3.

To understand this formulation more intuitively, we reportan examplein Figurel.
Similarly, the output transition time and the propagation delay ofthe gate are given

by:
Trc =5(v,7r,7a,Cz.) € [OjTc)

Tpg = KvJtJa.Cl) € [OJc)

Given a certain circuit topology, Ct is fixed and, therefore, it can beelumnated from
the search space.

If thesamenotation introduced above for a gateisnowusedfora circuit blockwith
p primary inputs, then the primary mput transition vector space Lp isdescribed inthe
previous model by thecaseg,- = l,Vt = 1,... ,n.
Therefore, Lp —BP and has cardinality card{Lp) =

2.4 Problem Statement

For acircuit Cwith pprimary inputs, input transition vector v= {vi,V2,...,v^}, input
transitiontimes Tr andarrivaltimes Ta,for each firequency /* in the spectrumwe want
to calculate:

W(/fc)= , roax \Ic\
vSLp,Tt&S,Ta^

where Ic is the total noisecurrent of the circuit block:

1=1

'The transitive hrnin network of z, is the cone at node z includingz and all its predecessors. A cone
at node z, denoted as Cz, is a subgraph consisting of z and some of its predecessors such thatany path
connecdng a node in Q andz lies entirely in Cz-

^Since our analysis isperformed only on digital circuits, the input waveform space isrestricted to linear
ramps.



andN is thenumberof gatesin the circuitblock.Wewillfurtherrestrict the exploration
space assuming our circuit block in exam is a combinatorial block standing between
edge-triggered flip-flop's: therefore, primary inputs transition time and arrival times
are assumed to be given. In particular,we will assumethat all primary inputs will only
switch at time t —0. The problem is then reformulatedas finding for each frequency
fk in the spectrum

W(/*) = niax|/c|.
v&Lp

3 Library Characterization

The algorithm for the upper bound of the noise current spectrum presented in this
paper requires that each gate in the library be characterized both for timing and for
noise injection analysis purposes. This means derivingthe current spectrum, the output
transition time and propagation delay of a gate for all possible input vectors, lliis
section

• gives an overview of the library characterization issues,

• highlights some cases that require a special attention and that are typically not
considered

• describes the criteria we derived to face these special cases.

Note that, referring to the formalism presented in the previous section, the characteri
zation process for a gate G with n inputs assumes 9,= l,Vi = 1,... ,n.

Non-Switching-Ou^ut Events A Non-Switching-Ouq>ut (NSO)event occurs when,
in relation to some input transitions, the output of a gate does not switch. For example,
(fl: 0 —> 0,h : 0 ->• l,z : 0 ^ 0) and (a: 0 -> l,h: 0 0,z: 0 ->• 0) are NSO events for
a 2-input AND gate with inputs a and b and output z. Noise current may be injected
as a consequence of input transitions even if the output does not switch. Therefore,
for a n-input gate, all the 2^ possible input transitions should be modeled. For gen
eral transitions, the injected noise current spectral contents are a function of both the
input transition time and the output capacitive load. However, the mechanism for noise
current injection in NSO cases is different from Switching-Output (SO) cases. For ex
ample, the noise current injected during NSO events depends only on input transition
time and not on the capacitive load.

Multiple-Input-Switching Transitions Wedefinea Multiple-Input-Switching (MIS)
transition, a transition where more than one gate input switches at the same time. For
example, (a : 0 ^ l,b : 0 1), (a : 0 I,fc : 1 0), (a : 1 0,i>: 0 1), and
(a: 1 —> 0, : 1 0) are all the MIS transitions for a 2-input gate.

A first attempt at characterizing MIS transitionshas been presented in [2]. However
in that work only timing performance is considered.



Intuitively, if the current waveforms due to two consecutive input events do not
overlap, then the MIS transition current is simply the superpositionof the correspond
ing two SIS transitionscurrents. For sake of simplicity and without loss of generality,
we will refer to a 2-input gate. Let 7^,-^ and 7^,^ be the mid-point of the input and
output voltagewaveforms respectively of a SIS transition k\ and Tnji and Tjz^ the in
put and output transition times respectively for transition k. Wecall A* the Temporal
Distance among twoconsecutive inputevents in transitionk:

1. if {MIS,NSO)k = {SIS,NSO)k] + {SIS,NS0)k2, then:
Aa = TAi^kl - TAi,kl

2. if {MIS,NSO)k = {SIS,SO)ki + {SIS,SO)a. then:
Aa = 1/2-[7a/,a2—5/8-rn,A2 + 7Az,A2+5/8*7rz,*2l +

— 1/2• [Tai^i —5/8•TtiJci + Taz^x -h5/8♦ TtzJci]

3. if {MIS,SO)k = {SIS,NSO)ki + (S/S,S0)a2, then:
Aa = 1/2•[TaijcI —5/8•r7/,A2 + 7}izjt2+5/8 •TtzJci] —Tm^i

4. if {MIS,SO)k = {SIS,SO)k\ + {SISyNSO)ia. then:
Aa = TAija -1/2 •[7a,,ai - 5/8•Tnjci + TazJci + 5/8•7rz,Ai]

WedefineCurrent Width Wk of a transition k, the interval of timeduringwhich the cur
rent waveform related to transition k is not zero. Wecall Disjunction Threshold
thevalue of theTemporal Distance Aa beyond which theMIS transition kbecomes the
superposition of itscorresponding SIS transitions ki and k2- is comparable to
thesemi-sum of the two SIS transition current widths: Arw,A = 1/2- (Wai +1Va2)- We
finally propose to use an on-ofP type of model for the characterization ofMIS transi
tions:

• If Aa > At*//,A, we consider the MIS transition ksimply as the superposition of
the SIS transitions it1 and it2, each with its own input slope

• If Aa < Ar/f then weassume the inputs assimultaneous (Aa = 0).

If this simple model is used, the library needs to be characterized only for Aa = 0.
An intuitive motivation for the previous model can be given observing that for NSO
transitions, the current injection begins when the first input moves, andends when
the last input settles. For SO transitions, the current injection begins when the first
input moves, and ends when the output settles. For both type of transitions the current
waveform is approximately a peak centered around itsmid-point.

The Base Table In summary, the model we propose for a gate G is a Base Ta-
bleiBToX an example of which is shown in Table 1. Such table is derived for each
gate Gin thelibrary for each frequency / = A: • asdefined inSubsection 2.2.

As it can beseen firom Table 1, BTc ofa gate Gwith n inputs, has 2^ rows: each
row corresponds toan input transition vector. For each transition /, the following data
are calculated during the characterization:

• The current spectrum value ofthe gate Vq = /y(v, TtjCl)



Table 1: The Base Table for a 2-input AND gate G.

j: abalb' zz' Ttg TpG h

0: 0000 00 0 0 0

1:0001 00 ^TG ^PG /»

2: 0010 00 ^TG ^PG

3: 0011 01 7'3
^TG ^PG /3

4: 0100 00 tA
'tg

7.4
'PG

5: 0101 00 0 0 0

6: 0110 00 t6
'tg

t6
'PG

7: 0111 01 fi
'tg

T7
'PG f

8: 1000 00 7*8
'tg

rpi
'PG /8

9: 1001 00 7'9
'tg ^PG

10: 1010 00 0 0 0

11: 1011 01 7*11
'tg

7'11
'PG /"

12: 1100 10 ri2
'tg 'PG

13: 1101 10 'tg
7*13
'PG /"

14: 1110 10 •rXA
'tg

7'14
'PG

;14

15: nil 11 0 0 0

• The propagation delay

• The transition time Tlo = kj(y,TT,CL)

where Tp andCl ere the gateinputtransition time andou^ut capacitive loadrespec
tively.

The characterization assumes all gate inputs have the same arrival time: Tai =
5/8 •Tn for each input i.

NotethattheBaseTable is characteristic of a gateof the library: nevertheless, since

Iq >^PG ^TG depend on the gate input transition time and output capacitiveload,
the BaseTable has to be "instantiated" in the real circuit to obtain the value regarding
the gate in the circuit.

An InstantiatedBase Table of gate G (IBTg), is obtainedfrom BTq by calculating
T^g for each transition j by using the value of the gate input transition time

imposed from the circuitenvironment Noticethat the current injected (at frequency



fo) by a gateG whose inputarrival time is T,can be obtained from Ig in BTq shifted
by (I) = -271/0(7, - 5/8 -Tri) in the frequency domain.

Equivalence Classes According with the BT concept,a gate input vector transition
space V is partitioned into four equivalence classes with an equivalence-relation de
fined as "generating the same output transition". An equivalence-class € B for
gateG is thesetof all therows of BTg suchthattheoutput transition is equal to b.

The equivalence-classes defined by this relation for a two-input AND gate are:
Ef = {0000,0001,0010,0100,0101,0110,1000,1001,1010}

={0011,0111,1011}
eIo = {1100,1101,1110}
£^' = {1111}

Since there is a bijective relation amongthe row numberand the input transition
vector, we can equivalently write;

£«> = {0,1,2,4,5,6,8,9,10}
4»={3,7,11}
4° = {12,13,14}
4'={15}

3.1 Experimental Results

In thisSection wepresent results obtained by using our procedure to characterize the
STMicroelectronics 0.18/im library optimized for high speed performance. As a test
case weconsidered a smallcircuitcontaining 6 gates: two AND's, three OR's withdif
ferent driving capabilities, andoneEXOR. We analyzed only oneprimary inputtran
sition, buttheinput transition times andarrival times of theprimary inputs arechosen
inorder to generate onthe internal nodes all the particularly critical cases mentioned
inthe previous library characterization section. We compare inFig. 2 twowaveforms
representing thecurrent injected into GndA^dd: the solid curve is obtained by circuit
level simulation, while the dashed one is derived by using exclusively library char
acterization information. In particular, we used gate delays from the library in order
to determine the switching instants of each gate. The corresponding current injec
tion waveforms from the library are then positioned accordingly and added together
to obtain thetotal current injection. The case shown in Fig.2.a includes: 2 (MIS,SO)
transitions with A < Ajw. 2 (MIS,SO) with A > Arw »4 (MISJ*JSO) with A > Arff.
Glitches arealsopresent. Fig. 2.bcompares thespectrum of thetwo curves obtained by
using a Fast Fourier Transform. Asmentioned in the previous Section, simultaneous
MIS transitions correspond to thecaseA< At*//, andwe propose to model suchcases
assuming forsimplicity A= 0. In Fig. 2.c and Fig. 2.d good results areobtained even
when ouralgorithm uses A= 0 tomodel oneofthesimultaneous MDIS transitions with
A« Ath. Thecomplete setof transitions inFig. 2.candFig.2.dincludes: 2 (MIS,SO)
transitionswith A < Arw, 1 (MISJ4S0) with A< At«, 1 (SISJ<TSO), and 1 (SIS,SO).

Asanadditional remark, while performing thetestsin thisSection weobserved that
propagation delays of corresponding MIS and SIS transitions aredifferent as claimed
in [2]. We observed that such difference can be particularly critical when modeling
noise injected currents. Hence when using propagation delays in a current injection



Tim [pi] Raquency (GKzj

Tim [pi] Frequency [GHz]

C) d)

Figure 2: a) and c) compares current injection into Vdd/Gnd according to a circuit
simulation and according a reconstruction from the characterized library, b) and d) are
the spectrum of the two curves in a) and c) respectively.

estimation algorithm, a library characterized for timing in the classical may not be
appropriate, but rather a timing model should be used which distinguishes between
hfiS and SIS transitions.

4 Upper Bound Estimation

In this section we describe our algorithm for the estimation of a Noise Current Spec
trum Upper Bound (NISUB). Hrst, to simplify our presentation we give a description
of the sdgorithmneglecting glitches. Subsection 4.2 explains how to modify the algo
rithm and introduce glitches obtaing a heuristic estimation of the upper bound. In the
last subsection, we derive an exact although somewhatlooser upper bound.
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L^enda
- PI = Primary Input of the circuit
- PO = Primary Output of the circuit

- CTz = row j of the Composite Table at node z
- fanin-set(z) = set of all the fanin nodes of node z
- z.status: if set to VISITED, the CTz has been already calculated

SEARCH-UB(PO)

SEARCH.UB(z) {
if ((z = PI) OR (z.status = VISITED))

return;

else

foreach FI € fanin_set(z)
SEARCH^UBOFI);

end foreach

CALC.CT(z);
return;

end If

CALC.CT(z) {
foreach row j in CTz

foreach input k
Ejk i- EXTRACTXLASSO'.A:);

end foreach

Ej^EjiX'--xEj„\
I ^ argn^ , cALCJROW.CURRENT(e, f)}:
MAX eSEj ^

CTi <r- CALCJR0W(4ax' j")'
end foreach

}

EXTRACT.CLASSO',4) {
extracts from CT^ theequivalence-class of theinput k.}.

CALCJlOW_CURRENT(e,i) {
Calculates the current of a prospectiverow j for
theCT of nodez from therowsspecified bye.}

CALCJIOW(e,/) {
Calculatesa prospectiverow j for the CT of nodez
from the rowsspecified by e.}

Figure 3: Algori^Im pseudo-code.



4.1 Computing NISUB without GUtches

The Composite Table Beforedescribingthe algorithm, we need to introducethe no
tion of CompositeTableofa node z (CTz). The Composite Tablehas the same structure
of the Instantiated Base Table, i.e. each row j corresponds to an input transition vector.
For each transition vector the following data are included in C7^:

• Themaximum current at frequency fk ofnode z: H

• The arrival time: 7^

• The transition time:

Considering a gate G with output z, it is important to keep in mind that, although
the IWTq and the C7^ have basically the same structure, there is a crucial difference
between them:

the values reported in IBTq are related to the single gate G, while those in the CT^ are
related to the entire transitivefanin network ofnode z.

The same equivalence-classes defined in Section 3 for IBTq ofa gate G can be used
for the CTz of a node z. Werecall here thatanequivalence-class Eq, ^ 6 B for node z
is the set of all rows of CT^ such that the output transition is equal to h.

Observe that the case of no glitches correspondsto = 1 for each input k of each
gate, in the formal model given in Section 2.3.

The Algorithm The recursive algorithm for the estimation the NISUB of a combina
torial circuit has the following key properties:

• The recursion step processes one and only one gate

• Each gate is processed just once

• A gate is processedonly when all its inputshavealready been processed

• To process a gate means to calculate its Composite Table

• It is applied for each frequency f=k-f{),2s defined in Subsection 2.2. The com
positionof all the resulting valuesgivesa Maximum Current SpectrumEnvelope
(MCSE) for the circuit.

The key idea is that: each row ofCTz ^ associated with a different input transition
vector and includesfor that input transition vector the upper bound on the current
injected by the transitivefanin up to node z. Hence, when the algorithm has finished
processing all gates and termines, the upper bound of the entire circuit can be obtained
by simply inspecting and picking from the rowsof the composite table of the primary
output the one with the largest current.

The pseudo-code for the algorithm is reported in Figure 3. Some comments and
explanations on the algorithm:

1. The Composite Table of a gate is generated from the Composite Tables of its
inputs and its Instantiated Base Table

12



2. For the primary inputs the composite table is givenand representsthe constraints
we mentioned in Subsection 2.4. Formally, for uniformity of notation, each pri
mary input may be considered as output of a dummy buffer.

3. Each recursion step builds the Composite Table of a nodez. In particular, the
Composite Table is built row by row. For each row, thereis a localsearchfor the
maximum: among all the possible combinations of the cartesian productof the
equivalence-classes of the inputs, only the one giving the maximum current is
chosen. It is worthnoticingthat the reductionof complexity comesexactlyfrom
this step.

4. For the cases v,- = 00 or v,- = 11, we assign a symbolic value VOID to Tjz and
Taz-

Exampleof application As an example, we show some steps of the algorithm ap
plied to the simplecircuit shownin Figure4.
The frequencyunder analysis is fo = IGHz.

G1>0 ^

G3

s>
*2

Figure 4: Asimple circuit to illustrate theapplication ofthe algorithm.

1. Nodesare processed in this order: xi, X2 and z.

2. The Composite Tables of the primary inputs are given. We only report CTa in
Figure 5.a: the word dummy in theheading row recall that the primary inputs
are assumed to be the output of a dummy buffer.

3. The first step is to derive CTx^.
CTa isgiven, IBTx^ (shown inFigure 5.b) iscalculated by using the Ttq and Taq
values sp^ified in CTa. The following formulas are applied for each row j:
Ti., =Ti+T^.S'̂ i,Cu,)

—^Txi^rla'̂ Lxt)
Ht=li+lii,e-^v/iaiA =TAa-5/STTa-
Inparticular, inthis case, A= 0forboththerows. Note that, since allequivalence-
classes arecomposed byonlyoneelement, thereisnoactual search forthe max
imum here: thechoice foreach row of is C7i, unique.The solution is reported in
Figure 5.c. It is also important to observe that, in caseof more than one input.
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the current of all the input nodes is summed to the currentof the gate (properly
shiftedin the frequency domain) to givethecurrentof the outputnode.

4. C7]q is calculatedin the same way.

5. The laststep is to calculate(rowby row)CT^ fromCTi,, andIBTz.
We show the calculation only for row j = 9, also indicated as y = 1001.
The EXTRACT-CLASS fimction returns:

£^9*1 = = {01} (denoted as casexn inFigure 6.a) and
E^xi —̂ 2 ~ (0001 ,(X)10,0011} (denoted respectively as cases X2\, xj2 and X23
in Figure 6.b).
Therefore: E9 = £jJO xE®' = {*11x21 ,jciiX22,xiij:23}.
From direct inspection oftheprospective CT^ reported inFigure 6.d:

^MAX —29.13|iA and = {xi1*23}-
This means that xi 1and *23 are chosen as representativeof and respectively
tocompute CT^ and the other cases are thrown away.

Just as a side observation, to propagate the transitions we are using the criteria
based on the DisjunctionThreshold given in Section 3.

Reconvergent Fanout The algorithm sketched in Figure 3 can introduce a large error
if the circuit presents reconvergent fanout. In fact, the current of a node z with fanout
foz is counted foz times in the total circuit current.

It is actually correct to include these multiple counts because otherwise the choice
of the maximum current on the following nodes would be falsed, but the final total
current has to be adjusted properly to remove the multiple contributions.

To way to do so is to store the CTz of a node z if foz > 1 (otherwise it is trashed
after use). From these we can derive the values to be subtracted from the circuit current
Ic to obtainthe correctedvaluelc,corr'

N

Ic^rr= lc-J,Ik{fOt-l)
k=l

where N is the number of gates in the circuit.

Algorithm Complexity Since each gate in the circuit is processed just once, the
complexity of graph traversal is 0(iV), whereN is the numberof gates in the circuit.
The cost of processing each node, i.e. building its CompositeTable^ is basically Cmide =
C'Cp where:

• Cpis the cost of the CALCJROW function

• c represents the number of times the CALC-ROW function is applied to process
anode

Therefore, the cost of our algorithm is: Gimp = N• Cnode =N-Cp-c. The value of
c is bounded by 2^^, where timax is the maximum number of inputs of a gate (a
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dummy aa! TTa[ps] TAalps] laM

00 00 VOID VOID 0

01 01 60 37.5 0

10 10 40 25 0

11 11 VOID VOID 0

a)

Ofl' Xlj/j TtGi \ps] Tpcilps] fciM

00 00 VOID VOID 0

01 01 100 70 l2eflvOA

10 10 70 80 15^/2«o.8

11 11 VOID VOID 0

b)

oo' Ttxi H TaxiM

00 00 VOID VOID 0

01 01 100 107.5 12g/2n0.1

10 10 70 105 15gj2«0.8

11 11 VOID VOID 0

c)

Figure 5: a) Composite Table for node a. b) Instantiated Base Table for gate Gi. c)
Composite Table for node xi.

commonly used value is n„uix = 5). As explained in Appendix A, this worst case is
extremely unrealistic and a conservative average case canbeestimated to bec = 2*^.
Please, refer to Appendix A for more comments on this topic.

For a circuit withp primary inputs, an explicit exhaustive search on Lp (using for
example the methodology in[6]) would have cost Cexp ^^N-Cp- 2^^.

Independently from the assumptions dictated by common sense, the comparison
shows that Cimp < Cexp foi* circuit with p>25. The comparison becomes even
sharper when using a more realistic value for c.

It is worth noticing that it is the use of the equivalence-classes of the Composite
Table thatallows to explore the spaceLp implicitely and, therefore, without processing
all the input transitions.
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Case acl x\x!i TtjciM Taxi [pj] /tiM

xu 01 10 70 105

a)

Case hcVd X23ii Ttxi\ps] Tpxilps]

X2\ 0001 01 60 100 20tiAei^'^

X22 0010 01 70 110 27iiAe^^-^

•*23 0011 01 55 98 23iiAej^

b)

Case zz! TtzM

1001 00 80 150 12ej2n0.2

*11.*22 1001 00 70 130 16eJ2irf).6

JCll*23 1001 00 60 120 14g;7n0.3

c)

Case zz! TtzM tUps]

xnx2\ 1001 00 80 255 20.94e^'^-'^

XnX22 1001 00 70 235 10.95e--'2"°°-^

XUX23 1001 00 60 225 29.13e-^

d)

Figure 6: a) Rows ofC7]c, belonging to the Equivalence Class Ejj' of node xi. b)
Rows of CTx2 belonging to the Equivalence Class of nodeX2. c) Row j = 9 of
the Instantiated Base Table of node z for the three cases and d) all the corresponding
prospective row j = 9 ofCTz-

Remarks The logic space exploration is complete according to the definition of
equivalence-class we have given,but the choiceof the representative elementof a class
is performed by using as cost function only the maximum current for the node under
analysis. This choice does not necessarily imply maximum current for the following
nodes, because the current of the gate in the next step also depends on the combination
withthe arrivaltimesof its other inputs. Nevertheless,the effect of this error should not
be significantgiven that our approach explores the entire primary input transition vec
tor space. Mostof the previous approaches [3,7,1,8] use a muchsimplermodelfor
the gate currentand rely on stronger assumptions: e.g. the current injectionofa gate is
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considered only if the output node switches, the dependency on input transition time of
the current, the propagation delay and the output transition time is neglected, etc. Fur
thermore, the logic correlation inside the circuit is neglected or is at most considered
only between each pair of gates.

4.2 Computing NISUB with Glitches

The generic formulation in Section 2.3 accounts for glitches using the variables qk
for each gate input k. Exploitingsuch formulation we can easily extend the approach
with no glitches presented in Subsection 4.1 to include glitches by simplyre-defining
the equivalence-relation that partition the inputtransition vector space. Specifically, a
gateinputspaceVcanbepartitioned intofourequivalence classes by theequivalence-
relationdefinedas follows: 'Two input transition vectorsare in the same equivalence
class if their correspondent output transition has the same initial and final values.^
The samealgorithm in 4.1 can now be used to operate on the newly defined classes.
Only minor details in theCALCJROW function areneeded to handle the new classes.
Notice alsothat,having assumed thatthe p primary inputs canswitch onlyonceat the
beginning of theclock cycle, thecardinality of the input transition vector space is still
22p

4.3 Exact Upper Bound

The algorithm presented above does not compute an exact Upper Bound but rather
an estimation. Thecomputed bound is indeed a true upper bound with respect to the
logic input space. However, some, albeit small, approximations are introduced when
capturing the dependency ontransition and arrival times ofthe current injected byeach
gate. Thisdependency hasto be overestimated fortheupper bound to become exact.

• Thedependency ontheinput transition time can beeliminated atthelibrary char
acterization phase bymeasuring andtabulating themaximum current injected as
a function of all possible input transition times.

• At each node thealgorithm in the Section above selects the representatives of
each equivalence class thatare associated with the largest transitive fanin cur
rent Such choice was then used to identify also the output transition vector
for each class. One way to overestimate the dependency of the current arrival
times is to choose at each node and for each equivalence class the output tran
sition vector thatproduces themosttransitions, even if it is not associated with
the largest transitive fanin currentup to thatnode. Whencalculating the largest
transitive fanincurrent,or the output transition vector withmost transitions, we
freely move the gate input transitions in order to maximize each costfunction
independently. Unfortunately in this way, the information about the phases is
lost and wecanonlysumupthe modulesof thecurrents. Thiscan leadto a quite
looseupperbound (large overestimation) especially at highfrequencies.
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5 Conclusions

A methodology has beenpresented to characterize the noisecurrent spectrum injected
by CMOS switching gates into the GndA^dd systemor into the substrate of integrated
circuits. Specifically we have described a procedure to estimate an upper bound for
such noise current spectrum with respect to all possible transition vectorsat the circuit
primary inputs. Our algorithm has linear complexity in the number of gates and has
been shownto providesignificantcomputational advantage with respectto an exhaus
tive exploration of the input space. In this paper, a procedure has also been presented
for CMOS standard cell libraries characterization of the switching current injection,
which we use in the upper bound estimation algorithm. Our model captures special
important cases such as Non-Switching-Output, and Multiple-Input-Switching events
which are typically neglected in classical library characterization procedures. Example
results have been given for a simple 6-gate circuit which show very good agreement
with fiill circuit level simulation.
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A Algorithm Complexity

To derive the cost of building a Composite Table, we refer to the generic situation
depicted inFigure 7, where eachboxis a gateandthenumber inside theboxrepresents
the number of inputs. Following the definition given in Section 3, each gate Gu has
four equivalence-classes ,C|/. CJ*; indicates ageneric equivalence-class of
gate Gu and its cardinality isdenot^by card{C"i).
Indicatedas nmax the maximum number of inpus for the gatesof the library,the worst
case is given by:
- n2 = nmax

- /Ill —nmaxi^i —
- card{Cii) = 2^",Vi= 1,... ,rt2 (which means that all the inputs of gate G2 have a
single equivalence-class)
and the cost is:

"2 2
c = = 2^«««

1=1

Since nmax = 5, this value is obviously unacceptable, but if we consider more re
alistic cases this cost drops dramatically. In the following we considersome cases to
give a more reasonable estimatfon of the cost c.

In particular, we first consider the cases in which, for each input gate G\h all the
four equivalence-classes have the same cardinality, i.e. Gi,-, car(rf(C|,) = 2""/^,Vi =

1. /Ill =/112 = 2,n2 = 2 =>• c = 2®

2. /Ill = /112 = 3,/I2 = 2 =» c = 2'

3. /Ill =:/Ii2 =/I13 =2,/I2 =3=>-c = 2'

4. /Ill =ni2 = /ii3 = 3,/i2 = 3 =• c = 2^®'̂

5. nil = «12 = «13 = 4,n2= 3 =>• c = 2'^

Just as a reference, we also report some cases in which all the inputs of gate G2
have a single equivalence-class:
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Gate Gi

Figure 7: Genericsituation for a recursion step.

1. «ii = rti2 = 2,/i2= 2 c = 2®

2. nil = ni2 = 3,n2 = 2 =>• c = 2'^

Since a good CMOS design rule is to minimize the transistor stack size, the worst
case illustrated at the beginning is extremely unlikely. The othercaseswe reported are
much more realistic and, therefore, we believe that c = 2^® is a reasonable value for the
cost.
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